Mr. and Mrs. Yallow Screen Play

INT- Marcus’ Bedroom a song is playing in the background and the camera is zoomed in on his
alarm clock which switches to 6:45 and the radio comes on with the same song. A hand slaps
the machine to make it stop. Pan out and Marcus gets out of bed in his boxers and walks into
the bathroom. He stares into the mirror and flashback into Marcus being tortured and creating
the X net to screw with the DHS.

Marcus V.O
I cant believe it was only two weeks ago...

Severe Haircut Lady: I think its time for your bath. (Marcus is being tortured by Severe Haircut
Lady and DHS members. Dramatic Music playing in the background, as Marcus is water
boarded)
Marcus Leaning over the sink despair and sorrow on his face. He walks back into his room and
gets dressed.

INT-Café. Camera spots Marcus and Masha sitting at a table near the front of the café. Camera
enters through the door and joins them at the table.
Masha: Did you hear the DHS just announced they have received funding from the federal
government to bulk up their investigations. Whoever’s behind this thing is dunneski.
Marcus: Yeah but I guess they’re getting what they deserve right?
Masha: I don’t know. I’ve heard the DHS has done some pretty terrible things to the people
they investigate.Anyways, what’d you do yesterday mister?
Marcus: Yesterday? Umm I just went to the mall with Jolu.

INT. Following Masha walking down the street and entering the DHS headquarters. Masha
sitting at her desk.

Masha V.O
Hmm I wonder what’s going on with Marcus. He seems kind of distant and I could’ve sworn he
looked nervous when I brought up the DHS. I wonder if there’s something he’s not telling me.
Ughh Masha snap out of it not everyone is out to get you. This DHS gig is really starting to get to
me, I can’t even trust my own boyfriend.
DHS Co-Worker: Masha I think I’ve got something here. I’ve decoded a message from the X net
come take a look.

INT- Jolu’s room. Marcus is sitting on the floor with his laptop and Jolu is at his desk on his
computer encrypting messages.
Jolu: Finishing the last encryption now. Man we’re so close to taking down the DHS once and
for all.
Marcus: They’ll be finished by the end of the week.

Marcus V.O
I can’t wait for all this to be over. I can’t wait to see Masha tonight either. How does she know
so much about the DHS? It’s like she knows more than I do.

INT. A fancy Italian Restaurant. Marcus and Masha are sitting at a table waiting to be served.
Masha: How was your day babe?
Marcus: Eh same old same old.
Masha: Hold that thought I have to pee.

Masha gets up from the table and leaves her phone face up. Once she’s out of the shot the
camera zooms into a close up on the phone as it starts vibrating. The phone’s screen reads

“Masha we’ve decoded the messages and we know who’s behind X net. Call ASAP for briefing.”
Marcus looks around for a second. Picks up the phone and reads it. The camera zooms in on his
face as he’s hit by total shock. After a few moments he realizes what this means and the shock
quickly gives way to fear. He gets up from his seat and sprints out of the restaurant. Masha
comes back from the restroom and notices Marcus is missing.

Masha V.O
Hmm he must of gone to the little boys room.

She sees her phone flashing on the table and picks it up to read it.

Masha V.O
Yessss we finally got him. Now I can go back to living like a normal person.

She steps outside to call the DHS.
DHS Operator: Masha we’ve know who’s behind the DHS. His name is Marcus Yallow and ….
Masha drops the phone. She looks back into the restaurant. The camera zooms in on their
empty table then back to Masha. She drops her head and stares at the ground.

INT. Marcus knocking on Jolu’s door. Jolu answers and lets him in. They go into Jolu’s room and
close the door.
Marcus: They know Jolu. It’s Masha she works for the DHS and they were the ones responsible.
Jolu: Holy shit dude! Are you serious?! We need to get out of here, now. (Jolu turn to start
packing)
Marcus: No we’ve worked too long and come too close to run. We’re going to end this… We’re
going to end this right now!

Scenes of Marcus and Jolu working till the early hours of the morning. First scene Jolu is getting
tired, second Jolu is passed out and Marcus continues working, third Marcus is getting tired,
fourth Marcus starts to fall into a dream but catches himself.

Marcus V.O.
Ugh I could really use a cup of coffee.

INT. Door opens from Jolu’s house and out comes Marcus he walks down the street turns the
corner and the camera stays at the corner while Marcus continues to walk into the distance. As
he fades out of the shot in comes Masha. She’s sneakily following Marcus. The camera follows
Masha as she closes in on her prey. Right before the café, Masha tackles and cuffs Marcus in an
alley. She picks him up by the cuffs and brings him into the café to order two cups of coffee.
Marcus: Masha please. Why are you doing this?
Masha: You don’t understand Marcus. I used to be just like you, but the DHS they did things to
me. Terrible things.
(Flashback to DHS torturing Masha)
Severe Haircut Lady: This is your last chance Masha. You can sit and rot on a small Island in the
middle of Satan’s ass or you can live another day as a free woman. All’s you have to do is
cooperate.
(Back to the café)
Marcus: Those sons a bitches. Masha it doesn’t have to be this way. We’re so close to bringing
them down. You can let me go and we can finish this together.
Masha: (Camera zooms in on Masha’s face. Tears form in her eyes) No. I don’t have a choice.
As Masha leads Marcus out of the café, Marcus pulls a quick move and knocks Masha down so
he can break free and run away.

INT. Marcus reaches the doorstep of an unknown house in the hills. He looks around and
knocks on the door. The door opens.
Journalist: It’s four in morning for Christ’s sake what do you want?
Marcus: My name is Marcus Yallow I am the leader of X net and I need you tell my story.

INT. Camera zoomed in on the alarm clock by Marcus’s bed. It hits 6:45 and goes off he slaps it
to stop. He gets up and gets dressed and leaves the house. He picks up the morning paper as he
walks down the street, opens to the front page and reads “Department of Homeland Security
Shut Down. Charges of torture and false imprisonment pending”. As he approaches the café he
is about to open the door when he sees Masha through the window sitting at a table by herself
crying. The camera shows Marcus start to hesitate. Close up on his face as tears begin to form
in his eyes. He turns away from the door and walks down the street as the ending credits roll
down the screen.

